
Name: 

Hour: 

Chapter 24 Assessment: Study Guide 
Directions:  This is your study guide.  You do NOT need to turn this in!  However, you may NOT use this 

on the assessment.  You may ONLY use your reading notes on the assessment!!  

1. Originally, what made silk valuable in the West? 

2. What was an important Roman product traded on the Silk Road? 

3. What was an advantage of taking the Northern route on the Silk Road?  (sec 3) 

4. What animals did travelers use on the Western Silk Road? 

5. Why did people in China want horses from Central Asia?  (sec 2) 

6. Why did people travel in long caravans crossing the desert? 

7. Why is Zhang Qian often called the ‘Father of the Silk Road?’ 

8. Who mostly threatened China from the North during the Han Dynasty? (sec 2) 

9. Travelers on the Silk Road would possibly have crossed the Pamir Mountains in 

Central Asia, what dangers would they face on the mountains? 

10. How did the Silk Road most affect the spread of Buddhism? 

11. Why did a Roman emperor put a ban on silk in his empire?  (sec 4) 

12. What happened to the goods once it arrived in a place like Antioch? 

13. What are some examples of cultural diffusion? 

14. When some Chinese Buddhists crossed Central Asia to learn more about their 

religion, what did they return with?  (sec 5) 

 ALSO, be familiar with the map on p. 259 (also section 3 reading notes) 

 ALSO, know ALL vocab words, BLUE AND BOLDED! 
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